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A B S T R A C T 
In this study an attempt is made to construct a model 
explaining quarterly investment in plant and machinery in the New 
Zealand economy, with a vie to providing a basis for forecasting 
investment expenditures. A survey of theory and econometric mddels 
reveals that in the more successful overseas models the principle 
determinants of investment expenditures are changes in demand as 
reflected output changes, the capital stock, which gives an indication 
of existing capacity and determines replacement requirements, and also 
factors affecting the cost of capital equipment. Thee factors form 
the basis of the theory of investment behaviour. owever it is found 
that the pure theoretical framework, although useful, does not pro-
vid a complete explanation of investment in New Zealand, and that 
such factors as import controls and other exogenous influences affect 
investment in this country. 
The final model purports to explain ninety three per cent 
of the variation in inve tment expenditures and ia statistically sound. 
This was considered a good result in view of the data problems encountered. 
Althpugh the model is not entirely satisfactory the equation performed 
reasonr ly well in ex- poste forerasts which suggests that with some 
improvements, particularly of some of the data series, it could provide 
a useful indication of the effects of policy measures on investment. 
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1. INTRODUCTI 
The objective of this paper is to construct an equation 
to explain private investment in plant and equipment in the ew 
Zealand economy. For this purpose use will be made of work done to 
explain investment in other countries, notably the United States and 
Australia, and of the Reserve Bank of ew Zealand's work on invest-
ment in ' ew Zealand. 
Because of the large number of different econometric 
models which have been constructed and the different theories and 
assumptions from ~hich they are derived, it will be impossible to 
test all, or even a very comprehensive range of those available. 
Bearing thi in mind the first section of the paper will broadly 
cover the current theories and controversies, and their historical 
origins, with a view to eliminating those theories and models which 
would not be appropriate for an aggregate quarterly model of the New 
Zealand economy. 
In the construction of an econometric model considerable 
problems are envisaged, the primary one being to find the best com-
promise between realistic specification of economic theory and 
mathematical expediency which must be influenced by the availability 
of data suitable for examination by regression analysis. The tools 
available for empirical verification are crude, 8.l'!d the problems 
involved in the calculation of a single equation model are considerable; 
however these are multiplied ~hen these equations are incorporated in a 
general equilibrium model. Because of the mathematical problems 
arising from the use of economic data, it is often necessary to constrain 
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the values of parameters in some w~; this practise brings in the 
danger of the model becoming unrealistic in order to obtain desirabl 
mathematical properties. This compromis is unfortunate but often 
necessary. 
A further problem arises from the fact that much of the 
theory has been developed to explain the investment b haviour of a 
single firm or industry. here are considerable theoretical 
difficulties in thew~ of producing an aggregate investment model, 
and consequently any results must be regarded with caution. In any 
aggregate model it is necessary to make generalisations which m~ be 
of doubtful validity. For example if a linear relationship between 
investment and a number of variables i postulated it is likely that 
any relationship, ev n if it is significant will be very imperfect, 
which makes it impossible to show with any high degree of confidence 
that a trict c usal relationship exists. This being the case it is 
necessary to limit the scope of the model by, in many cases highly 
restrictive assumptions, the breakdo1m of which could explain the 
imperfect relationship. l ith the above difficultie the scope of the 
model must be limited to its real usefulness. The primary objective 
of a macro-economic mod l is to forecast, in the relatively short term 
(at the most five years) changes in economic variables. In performing 
this limited technical role a model can be very useful, however attempts 
to imply more generally applicable conclusion about social and 
economic behaviour should be viewed with caution. 
However while aggregate models have a number of weaknesses 
they do have advantage over firm and industry models. For example in 
a highly aggregated model, echo effects resulting from high investment 
in a particular year, in a particular industry, which can be a problem 
with industry models, do not present a problem in aggregate models 
because of the greater tendency for random errors to cancel out. So 
assuming that there are no major exogenous catastrophies such as a 
war the data will tend to follow relatively stable trends, which will 
mean that replacement investment can safely be characterised as bei11g 
proportional to the capital stock. 
~he second eeotion of the paper will be concerned with 
the construction of an actual model according to the conclusions 
reached in the first section. Finally in concluding an attempt will 
be made to reconcile the resulte obtained from the model with the 
discussion in the first section. 
__J 
4. 
2. THE ROLE OF INVESTMENT EXPE:l,i ITURE Ill A MA<.!R - MODEL 
The role of investment expenditure is one of the central 
issues in current macro-economic models, and is at the centre of many 
unresolved controversies between different schools of economic thought. 
The major point needing clarification is the degree to which invest-
ment can usefully b regarded as an autonomous variable, in the sense . 
of being independent of the level of income or other variables in a 
system of income determination. Given this situation it is necessary 
to investigate the nature and stability of the investment f\n~tion 
empirically in order to construct meaningful econometric models capable 
of being statistically tested, and thus evaluating the current theories. 
In the most simple version of the Keynsian model consump-
tion, which is identified with induced expenditures, is given as being 
a table function of income, while private investmerj.t, a.long with 
government expenditures, identified as autonomous expenditures, are 
the only means available for adjusting national income, which m~ come 
into equilibrium above or below the full employment level. In this 
model the role of 'autonomous' expenditures along with the 'multiplier' 
is seen as being the only important variable determining the level of 
national income. If this model was an accurate portr~al of reality then 
the identification of the investment function would be the central 
empirical problem of macro-economics. Unfortunately this implistic 
model has been shown to be of little value as an explanation of economic 
activity. In research using United States time series data from 1897 -
1958 Milton Friedman and David Meiselman showed that the simple Keynsian 
model gave very poor results in comparison with a simple monetary model . 
{J7~ The simple model is also extremely unrealistic in that it ignores 
monetary effects in the system. There are also problems of definition 
in thi model, for example the identification of investment and govern-
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ment expenditures with autonomous expenditures is not as clear cut as 
the model implies. In the case of investment expenditures, these are 
influenced in turn by the l evel of income a.r,d by monetary conditions, 
so that it m~ be only i1ithin very close limits that investment can be 
regarded as autonomous. Cn the other hand certain elements of consump-
tion expenditure (possibly consumer durables) m~ be better classified 
as autonomous expenditures . The influence of this fact on present dS¥ 
economic thought is exemplified by H. c. Johnson's statement , 
'For pure theory, the essential Keynsian concept is the 
functional dependence of aggregate expenditure on 
itself in its income-generating capacity. The division 
of expenditure into consumption and investment is super-
fluous complication once one drops the reatrictive 
assumption that consumption depends only on income and 
investment only on the rate of interest, and permits 
both to change autonomously . ' f:"20 p. 141.J' 
and also by Friedman who sc13s, 
'Mhe crucial distinction in the income- expenditure analysis 
is not between consumption and investment but between 
expenditures that are independent of the level of income 
(or any other variables regarded as endogenous to the 
system) and expenditures that are linked to the level of 
income . • (:"'17 p. 247.J' 
If it is the case that all categories of expenditure are 
endogenous to the system, or have only aver~ small degree of autonomy, 
then the investment function would be of interest only in its role as 
a component of expenditure, and how it reacted in comparison to other 
components of expenditure in response to cha.r1ges in the money stock or 
exogenous factors, that is interesting from a distributional rather than 
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a stabilisation point of vie ·, as riedman suggests is th case. This 
is an extreme vi w how ver, and most economists would agr e that 
v rious categori of expenditur can be varied in a discretionary 
mann r. 
he position becomes more realistic hPn th Yeynsian model 
is examined a ad terminat system, ~ith income havin som influence 
on the demarid for investment goods. J •• icks shows that the Keynsian 
model can in fact be presented in this manner. f:'19 1937,;J In thi 
model inve tment ands vings are a function of the interest rate. Here 
an exogenous hift in national incom will induc th ' Lvestment and 
savings schedule to shift. Sine it is assume to b more responsive 
to changes in income than investment, }igh r incomes will be associated 
with lower interest rates and vice versa. Thu the com ination of all 
points of intersection of the inve tment and savi gs chedules at 
various levels of income give a curve that is do\olllward sloping ~hen 
plotted with interest rates. ,hie curve represent equilibriUJT1 in the 
real part of the syste~. The gen ral equilibrium position is arrivad 
at when this IS curve intersect the LM curve which r pr sents equili-
brium in the money mark t, that is the Lr( curve gives the interest 
rates and incom levels at which the demand for money is equal to the 
supply. The . LM curve is seen as being inelastic in ari intermediate 
range, and perfectly elastic at high rates of intere t ·h re there are 
no idle money balances . 
In this model a change ir1 autonomous expenditures, that is 
a shift in the IS curve will ba completely effective in changing 
nati nal income at low interest rates, (i.e. in th liq idity trap 
region) or in a situation where full employment investment and savings 
chedules do not inters ct at any positive interest rate, hich is 
likely to b the case if the marginal efficiency of investment is 
7. 
inelastic at lo rates of interest. In this case the autonomous 
expenditure will be financed entirely from idle balances, so that 
national incom ,ill increase by the amount of the initial expenditure 
times the full amount of the multiplier. In the int rmediate region 
autonomou expenditures ill have some effect, but this ~ill be partly 
offset by reductions in expenditure elsewhere in the system. inally 
in the region where interest rates are at a hgih level, and there are 
n idle balances, any changes in autonomous expenditure will be offset 
by reductions elsewhere in the system and will have no stabilising 
effect. 1rhe opposite position hold for monetary policy. \ hen there 
are no idle balances changes in money supply ill be totally iffective, 
in the intel'!T'ediate segion partially fective, and totally ineffective 
at ome low inter st rate, where all increases will go into idle 
balances. 
Th above analysis came about as a reaction to the assum 
tion of the classical economists that savings arid investment where 
identically equal ex ante (5ay's Law), and that the I curve was there-
fore perfectly inelastic. However there is no a priori reason why the 
income elasticity of investment should not in certain situations be 
greater than the income elasticity of savings, iri which case the IS 
curve would be upward sloping, since an 1ncr ase in income would then 
induce an increase in the interest rate by creating an excess d mand 
for investment, end thus discouraging further investment before an 
equilibrium situation is reached . In a situat ion of this nature it 
~·ould be difficult to exercise a significant degree of control over 
investment expenditures by movement of the IS curve. As • • Hicks 
put it, 
• here m~ be conditions when expentations are tinder, 
when a slight inclationary tendency lights them up 
8. 
very ea ily, then the marginal propensity to consume may 
b large and an in in ome tends to rais the 
inv tent rate of inter st.• ~19 p.145.:J 
Hicks points out that in a situation of thi nature only 
mon tary policy t·ill have any capacity to control the situation . 
h problem theoretical , is riot so much "'beth r autono!T'ous 
xpenditur s 'nfluence income (given that i~come is mad up of consump-
tion and 'autonomouEf expenditure, autonomous xpeuditt..ree must by 
definition influence income, provided they are not offset b changes 
in consumption), but to what degre expenditures commor,ly given as being 
autonomous are in fact autonomous. 1he ans~er to thi questi can only 
be found empirically by isolating the determirJ.BrJ.ts of the various com-
ponents of national income and determining to hat degree th s are 
free to vary independently of the level of in ome. 
For the case of private investment ir1 pltn r. d. qui rJ.t, 
a large component of 'auto omou ' xpendi tures it , ·ill b r1 c osary to 
test exi ting theori s for the l e·p ealar1d cas , nd tl:e re u:J. t s should 
have some i ificance for th broader qu stions of macro- ccnomic theory. 
If a stabl 1nvestmc t function can be d r· ve sl ing 
signific tly the resporJ.ses of ir1v otni nt to c anges in t s stem, then 
some of the th~oretical problem caz1 b resolved, at le~ t for the situ-
ation to h' ch the f'unc ion is applicable, in thi cao the .e• 2 aland 
economy. 
So far research done (~oetl· for the Jn"ted -tates) has 
indicted th t invest er1t is an endog nous variable, bin a f.mction 
of outpu and the capital stoc. and various financial Va.l'iables . Studies 
sho .. iing the role of profits in inve tment behaviour, which would indicate 
that investment decisions are utonomou to a greater d gree, have not 
achieved very good r sults . However apart from the fact that these 
issues are far from finalised, these results need not apply in the 
lew Zealand cas . Because of e~ ealand ' s less developed capital 
market and the smaller scale of ew Lealand business it may well be 
th t the results ,ould be revered in this case. Ho ·ev r th danger 
of extrapolating overseas results to the ,e Zealand cas~ should not 
be over emphaEised. r.conomice is a social science dealing ith hur,an 
behaviour, and it is reasonable to expect that human reactions will be 
similar in New Zealand, Australia and Canada, althou h different 
degrees of institutional efficiency may mean that reactions will pro-
ceed at different peeds. 
10. 
THE CLASSICAL THEORY OF INVESTMENT BEHAVIOUR 
The neo- classical theory of investment behaviour originates 
with the work of Irving Fisher f:"16 1930;:J Fisher's theory of optimal 
capital accummulation assumed that a firm will attempt to maximise its 
present value, that is maximise the difference between discounted future 
revenue.and di counted future outlays. If it is assumed that there are 
perfect capital markets then the firm will maximise its pre ent value 
if it invests in all projects whose present value is positive at the 
market rate of interest. 
However in reality the problem is rather more complex than 
this, since market rates of interest are not stable and are difficult to 
predict, making it impossible to predict accurately the returns to an 
investment. The optimal solutions in times of uncertainty ar complicated 
by the fact that capital markets, in reality, are generally imperfect, 
with the borrowing rate differing from the lending rate so that capital 
when put in place will not readily be disposed of in response to change 
in prices. 
Ho ever if the above difficulties are assumed awa::, then the 
problem becomes rather more simple and investment will take place, as 
described by Keynes, to the point where the marginal efficiency of 
capital is equal to the marginal cost of funds, which Keynes represents 
by a market rate of interest, and the supply is assumed to be perfectly 
lastic at the going price. Keynes defines the marginal efficiency of 
capital ( .E.C.) as 'being equal to that rate of discount which would 
make th present value of the series of annuities given by the returns 
xpected from the capital- asset during its life just equal to its supply 
price.' f:"29 p.136,.;t The concept of the M.E.C. also encompasses the 
problem of uncertainty to some degree, since Keynes make it clear that 
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it is determined by expectations of yield as well as by real factors. 
By aggregating the M.E.C. of all investment projects in an 
economy an investment demand schedule can be derived. Keynes says, 
'If there is an increased investment in any given type of 
capital during any period of time, the marginal efficiency 
of that type of capital will diminish as the investment in 
it is incr ased, partly because the prospective yield will 
fall as the supply of that type of capital increased, and 
partly because, as a rule, pressure on the facilities for 
producing that type of capital will cause its supply pricec 
to incr ase.' f:"29 p.136;:l 
The investment demand schedule relates the level of invest-
ment to its marginal efficiency. If the M.E.C. is replaced by a 
corresponding intere t rate we get a declining demand for investment 
as interest rates rise. The actual marginal efficiency of investment 
(M.E. I .) will be determined by a number of factors. M. K. Evans 
f:"13 p.79.;t l iats four primary influences, which are :-
1. The level of demand - an expected increase in future 
returns will ten.d to push out the marginal efficiency 
of investment schedule. 
2. An increase in the capital stock - this will . tend to 
lower the returns to each additional investment, and 
so will be in a negative relation hip with the 
marginal efficiency of investment. 
3. ~he relative age of capital stock - in particular in 
an industry with rapid technological development. 
Evans says, 'In such cases firms mEcy" invest capacity 
or do not expect future increases in de and.' 
4. mhe degree of uncertainty surrounding the anticipated 
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returns of a firm, where he says, 'Partially because of 
this asymetry in b~ing ands lling prices• vari bility 
of expected future returns will lower the M.E.I. 
sch dule.' 
Keynes l~s particular •tress on th importance of the 
•• I . in ae far ae it reflects expectations about the future. Re s~s, 
'Th echedule of the marginal tfioienoy of capital is of 
f'undamental importance beoau it is mainly through this 
taotor (much ore than through the rate of intereat) that 
the expectation of th f'\lture influences the present.• 
c29 p.145J 
and he notes that it provides an ea tial theoretical link between the 
present d the futur. 
Lh theory of investment put forward by Keynes is, ho'" ver, 
incomplete in that it fails to take into consideration the fact that 
the supply of funds to inveatora i not perfectly elastic (aa is implied 
by using single market rate or interest to represent the cost or funds, 
but tend.a to increaa with financial risk. 
The coat of funds aide of investment an lysis ie treated 
more thoroughly by J. S. Dues nberry ['8 PP• 93-96,], 'khoae conclusion 
ia th :t, 
'the supply schedule of inveatible fund.a will very in level 
and shape with the debt position of firms. For public 
utilities it will start at a fairly high level, but have 
only a oderat slope. .F'or 111any but not all snutacturing 
oompenie• the abort-run supply aohedule will have en 
elastic rang and then a steeply rising range. The width 
of' the elastic renge in terms of investment ldll depend 
on the amount of retained earnings and d pr cia.tion 
exp r1a • 
i eneral e ~ nt a ong i.nv st~ent th orist 
that the cos off de ch d~lc doe ri t,e fi increases 
i level of d bt, th incr as1ng fin cial risk. Ho ver there is 
o~ di ogre nt a to the exact form of the mar inal cost of funds 
curve. mh oriste who attribute chan sin the level of investment 
primarily to internal funds tend to adopt the vie that th curve baa 
an elaat1 ran , and then becO!!I a highly in la tic 1h n intern l funds 
r exhausted, hil tho e ~.o a int rnal funds bing of r latively 
inor i portanc se th Tnr inal cost of funds curve aa ri ing more 
gradually. hat ver th xact form of the ~arginal cot of f\.l'ids curve 
it is evid n that cost factora r.annot b i ored in 11 pecified 
mod 1, d that th d sir d l v l of inve tm nt is de errnin by th 
inters ction of th ch dule ·ith the argirlal cot of funds 
schedul • 
In eu: ary then, inve tment will d pend or, chan in output, 
ize of c pital stock, th debt position of the firr.i, int re t rates, 
t xat1on aystems, and other cot t ctore, and on e~pectation in as fr 
ae these ar~ n t cco ted for by th ov vari bl s. 
1ro~ the above discuaaior.. of the l ents of then o-
cl ical th ory it is cvidcr! tat 
this theory could be approache~ in 
ec tric r pr aentation of 
nu.'!lber of " , d pendin on ho 
the cost of funds is represented, and on th con tr in a on pute on 
t od 1 in the forn of assu~ption abou+ the optimal ~ix of inputs 
reCTUired to maxi~ise utilit) an th d gr to hich th s i~pute are 
ub titutabl , that is the type of produ tior! function adopted. l O\oever 
for purposes of ~ono~Pt i~ v rifi~etion th n o-r.las ical theory can b 
broadl; defined, as it i dor!e by~.'. Jorgen OJ1, Jne of its foremost 
nrooonent • in the follot,•in£ ._.a.v:-
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' Reduced to it bare t essentials, the theory requires 
only that capital accu ul tion b based on the 
objective of me.ximi ing the utility of a stre of 
consumption. This asic assumption m~ be combined 
with any number of technological possibilities for 
production and economic possibilities for transfo 
ation of the results of production into a stream of 
c n un,ption.• ['24 p.135J 
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4. THE ACCELERATOR PRINCIPLE 
The two most important variables affecting the demand for 
capital investment appear to be output, or sales, in as far as they 
give an indication of future demand, and the existi . capital stock 
or capacity of the fiI'l'!I. mhese are the variables on which the 
accelerator principle is based. The accelerator principle was demon-
strated by J.M. Clarke ~6 1917.:;l, using fluctuations in railroad 
traffic and purchases of railroad cars to sho the effect of the above 
factors. Clark concluded that the capital stock moved in proportion 
to demand, and that if demand were to remain constant then net invest-
ment would eventually b co~e zero. 
~his effect of output on investment is central to dynamic 
Keynsian theory f:"e.g. 18,;, which explaii movements in aggregate 
conomic activity ( at the most general level) by the effect of 
in estment on income through the multiplier, then through the feedback 
effect of output on investment through the accelerator. At this level 
however the determination of investment expenditures is grossly over-
simplified. Clark noted that output and capital stock did not provide 
a sufficient explanation of investment. He pointed out that the 
effects of changes in output and the capital stock would be modified 
by the degree of CFpacity utilisation, and that there ,ere lags 
between output changes and investment expenditures. 
The performance of the simple accelerator has been shown 
to be poor by comparison with more sophistic ted models. I.owever it 
has provided a useful th oretical principle, and has provided the basis 
for most subsequent work on aggregate investmefit b aviour. 
The simple accelerator was modified by H.B. Chenery ~5 1952.:;, 
in an attempt to incorporate a measure of capacity utilisation in the 
model. Although the performance of this model was superior to the 
16. 
sim le accelerator, it was still inadequate in that it did not allow 
for the full effect of lagged reactions. 
A more sophisticated version of the ac lerator principle 
was put forward by L. M. Koyck in his book 'Distributed Lags and 
Investment Analysis' f:"30 1954~· Koyck pointed out that there are 
technological and institutional ~actors which may prevent businessmen 
from reacting f:30 p.6;j' immediately to changes in demand. Also in 
making an investment in new plant and equipment there is a certain 
amount of risk since the businessman m~ not be able to judge whether 
changes in demand will be permanent or are merely the result of trans-
itory factors. The effect of these factors is to inhibit investors 
so that responses to changes in demand will not be immediate, and there 
ill be a ignificant lag before their full reaction can be observed. 
Koyck says, 
'••• it ma;y be quite insufficient to speak of the 
elasticity of an economic reaction; in many cases 
it will be necessary to specify the period of time 
to which the elasticity applies.• t:'°30 p.16..:!-
here are a number of possible structures which this lag 
could take; Koyck however uses a series of geometrically declining 
weights, which go back to a time period which has an insignificant 
influence on current behaviour. 
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5. THE EFFECT OF CAPACI Y UTILISA~ICN AND THE COST OF FUNDS 
THE ACCELERATOR MECHANISM 
he neo lassical theory of optimal capital accummulation 
and the flexible accelerator have formed the basis of most subsequent 
attempts to explain investment behaviour. However there is still 
considerable disagreement among econometricians as to how these two 
elements should be incorporated in a practical model. It is generally 
agreed that the flexible accelerator alone does not provide a complete 
explanation, since it ignores factors affecting the cost and avail-
ability of capital, which should, theoretically, have a significant 
influence on the demand for capital services. Although it is a.greet 
that changes in output alone are not sufficient explanation, there is 
some disagreement as to what other factors significantly affect the 
demand for capital services, and also as to how these factors should 
be en ered in a regression mJdel. 
An important consideration affecting the accelerator 
mechanism is th degree of excess capacity in the economy. In a 
situa+ion where the is under utili ation of the existing capital 
tock, an increase in demand will tend to be reflected in increased 
utilisation of the existing stock rather than by increased investment, 
so that only when the economy is operating at full capacity i ill the 
accelerator come into full operation. Capacity utilisation can however 
be incorporated in a model in several w~s. ~he position regarding 
excess capacity is summed up by Meyer & Kuh -
'The most common solution has been to view excess capacity 
primarily as a cyclical phenomenon, so the accelerator 
works in an upswing but becomes inoperative during a 
downswing. Others, while recognising cyclical over-
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capacity, go further and suggest that secular excess 
capacity is often needed for profit maximisation in 
an industry with increasing returns to scale and 
growing output. Given secular overcapacity, the level 
of output and the firm's capital stock become the 
relevant variables rather than change in output alone.• ~38 p.15.:J 
Alice Bourneuf points out however that the relationship 
is not a simple one, 
'An analysis of the effect of output on investment must 
consider not only the direct effect of output changes 
on investment but also the indirect effect of output 
changes on excess capacity and through excess capacity, 
on investment. Furthermore, investment as affected by 
output changes, then increases capacity, excess capacity 
and replacement needs, and therefore, in turn, affects 
investment in future years. To analyse the full influence 
of output changes on investment over time an equation is 
needed to estimate the effects of investment on total 
capacity or on changes in capapity. A complete explan-
ation of capacity would require many variables.• ~4 p.612.:J 
The theoretical problems regarding the effect of capacity 
utilisation have largely been resolved. However problems still arise 
from the use of different definitions of capacity ~31.:J and in 
statistically specifying a capacity variable. The above analysis 
points out the need to include a measure of capacity utilisation 
in an investment model. However because of the theoretical complexity 
of the problem it m~ be that a simple measure of capacity would not 
provide significant results. If this is so it should be sufficient 
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to use the rough approximation mentioned by Meyer & Kuh (above), of 
a relation hip including output and capital stock, provided that this 
produces statistically significant and theoretically plausible results. 
' hile the principles regarding the inclusion of output and 
capacity variables in a model haa bee largely agreed upon, the posi-
tion as to the cost of funds and the effect of the availability of 
various types of finance is subject to considerable controversy. The 
neo- classical theory suggests that the desired level of capital stock 
is determined by the intersection of the marginal efficiency of invest-
ment (MEI) and the marginal cost of funds (MCF) schedules, at which 
point the cost of a project is just compensated for by its return. 
J. s. Due enberry maintain that different regions of the MCF schedule 
are characterised by the use of different types of funds, vith the 
coat of funds rising according to the type used. f:"8 pp.9'3-96.J' 
Retained earnin are seen as being the cheapest, having an opportunity 
cost equal to the market rate of interest, debt finance is seen as being 
more expensive because of the necessity of pa.ying higher risk premiums 
as the amount of debt rises, and equity finance is seen as being the 
most expensive, because new stock issues depress the price end hence 
raise the yield that is paid. If this theory were aoourate it would 
be expected that each of these types of finance would how up as being 
significant in a regression model. This does not however appear to 
~ have been the case, as tests of Duesenberry's theory by Resek and by 
Ander on have failed to produce satisfactory results . This suggests 
that the source of funds used does not affect the cost of an investment, 
and that the type of finance used is determined by consideration other 
than direct cost. 
The rol of profits in determining the de ired capital stock 
See following section. 
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has been given considerable attention by investment theorists. 
Tinber n argues f:'42.:J that the objective of the firm is to maximise 
its profits, and that past profits can be used to predi.ot future 
profits. He does however add a caution to this conclusion, 
' One ha of course to be care:f'ul with the interpret-
ation of the correlation between profits and invest-
ment, which could as well be such that investment 
determines profits, in tead of the other WtJ3 round. 
Then the mere fact that their mutual correlation is 
better than the one required by the acceleration 
principle would not prove much. There are however 
reasons for believing in the interpretation given, 
and then it seems that a better explanation of 
investment is possible than the poor one yielded by 
the acceleration principle.' f:'42 p.176.:;t 
It must be noted here that Tinbergen compared his 'profit 
principle' with the simple accelerator, using simple correlation 
techniques which have since been superceded by multiple regression 
analysis. It would be unreasonable therefore to put much weight on 
Tinbergen's findings in light of more recent research, which gives 
little support for the profits theory. Profits tend to fluctuate 
considerably from one time eriod to another, making it extremely 
difficult to predict future profit l .vels from past profits. It is 
necessary therefore to take other factors into consideration in assess-
ing the value of a firm • .An alternative rationalisation for the profits 
theory is that the level of profits constrains investment expenditures. 
However in a modern economy with well developed capital markets, the 
level of profits should not be an unduly restrictive constraint on a 
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~ 11 an ed firn, ince l nders of funds ~ill not be unduly influenced 
by fluctuations in profits, and will take account of other factors such 
as sal s lev 1 and market share trend. 
n general empirical tests have shown that profits do not 
provide a highly significant explanation of investmerit. in comparison 
with other models internal fund models have been shown to perform rather 
poorly. Charle Bischoff tested five different types of models using 
common d ta, and found that the predictive power of cash- flow mod.els 
as inferior to output based mod ls, and that the po 'er that cash flo 
models did have could be attribut d to the correlation bet ee~ profits 
and output, which was however broken over the prediction period (1970- 71). 
Jorgenson, Hunter and adiri /:27J reached a imile.r 
conclusion in a comparison of the predictive powers of four models, 
finding that the Meyer and Glauber model, /:7J ·hich attributes chang 
in inv tment primarily to profits, was inferior to the neo-classical 
model of Jorgenson and Stephenson t:"28,.)' and the conver1tional flexible 
acceler tor model of Robert Eisner /:9.;t' and to the Anderson model ~2.:J. 
These result with re pect to profits are puzzling in light 
of po ul r economic theory hich has long accepted the doctrine of 
profit maximi ing behaviour on the pa.rt of business firm , and the 
contin~ nt assumption that investment would be stimulated by profit 
:making projects. It has been accepted that through maximising profits 
the value of the firm is maximised, this being the optimal position 
for hr holder. An explanation for this paradox has been suggested 
by _od.igliani end iller who show that although profit maximisation 
and maximisation of the value of a firm are equ1.valent under conditions 
of certainty, they ceas to be equivalent in a situation such as 
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prevail in the real world. his i explained as follot' : -
' ••• "'i th the re<'o i tion of uncertainty this qui valence 
vani sh s. In fact, th profit maximisation cri erion 
is no longer v n ell defined. Under uric rtaint ther 
corresponds to each decision of the fiI'IT1 not a u.~ique 
profit outcome, but a plurality of mutually exclusiv 
outcomes "hich can at best be described by a subjective 
~roba ility distribution. The profit outcome in short, 
ha b come random variabl , and as such its maximisation 
no longer h an operational mearling. .Jor can this 
difficulty b dis osed of by using th math matical 
ex cctation of rofit as the variable to be ~aximised. 
or d ci ions which affer.t the exp cted v le •ill el o 
tend to affect the diaper ion ar.d other characteristics 
of th distribution of outcomes. In particular the use 
of debt rather than quity funds to finance a given 
ventur may well increase the xpected ret rn to th 
o~ner, but onlJ at the cot of increased dispersion of 
th out~ome •' {:39 p.263 
In ie of these fact and th subjective nat re of the 
choi~e to be made bet ·een th e pos ible ou comes Modigliani and Miller 
conclude that the objective of mana ement ~ill be to maximise the value 
of the finn, and in order to do this they '°·ill undertake any project 
'°:hich in rea e the market value of the firm's stock. his explanation 
is corlsistant ~·i th findin that have sho'°n output and capacity vari-
ables to be the do inant d terminants of investment behaviour, this 
allows for firrns to use long term ~arket share and other criteria in 
a tempt to increase the valu of their stock. 
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of prori t • irm c urviv in th lon run ithou making profits, 
so that in thi sens 
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profits h v eterminin infiuence on all the 
ev r profi r.annot be ed to dir ctly predict 
all aspects of a firm' behaviour, 
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external finance are eo 
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oonf'usi • The i plio tion of berry' th ory · tl.at if o 
identical ti , with t eir M~I schedules int oting t the 
aam po ition, then behaving rat on lly they will • imilar finanei 
ethode in r spo e to an incre i~ the d ir d capi etoclc, that 
is they ·ould us debt finance at on point, equitie at enoth r, and 
th t if or£EI firm used the mor e pensiv finance th n he v ue of th t 
firm ould drop . ordingly. Ho ·ever 'odigliani arA •111 r maintain 
that the cost of debt 8"i quit !inane to firm n diff rential 
tax treatment is taken into oonu.der tion, i equal, ["37;] so that 
the valu of a firm 1 indepe ent or i ta financial t ucture. or 
exa.mpl if a ti uaes debt finance it ncrease the ri k a ed 
by hold rs of it ordinary share, o tha.t it will b forced to~ 
r yi ld o it • If it does not p~ the h iher y ld holders 
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of its stock will benefit by selling their shar sin this company and 
bii;ying the lower risk stock in the equity financed company, that 
d pressing the value of the stock in the first company and increasing 
its yield. In this manner any difference in the value of two finr,s 
induced by financial structure will be eliminated by arbitrage . 
In empirical studies external financ has been represented 
by interest rates, rates of return , stock prices, and the market value 
of the firm. In general variables a ociated with external finance 
pla;y a more important role than variables repre enting internal fir,ance, 
in particular es£k found that interest rat ar ignificant, and an 
index of stock prices to be highly significant. !:940;;, However external 
finance variables have been hown to b much 1 important than vari-
ables associated with output. In general theee findin ~ corroborate 
the findings of odigliani and Miller who how that the c st of financ 
to a busi..uees is independent of its source and inv tment beraviour is 
not highly correlated with changes in the u e of particular categories 
of funds. 
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mhe choic of a mod 1 of r plac ment is import ,t ince 
replace e es pa larg pro ortion of invc tment at the aggregate 
level . The go etric mortality distribution is a popula aseW!tption 
adopted in empirical work. For thi distribution replace~ent is pro-
portional to actual capital stock. Jorgenson j tifie this 
as follow : -
••• he appropriat model for replac ment is not the 
di tribution of replacements for a single inve tment 
over time, but rather the infinite tream of r plac -
m nts generated by a ingle investment; in the language 
of probability theory, replacement i a recurrent event . 
It is a :f'und ental result of ren wal theory that 
replacem ts for such an i1finite stream approach a con-
e -..nt proportion of capital stock for (almost) any 
dist ibution of replace~ illts for a single inve tment 
and any initial age distribution of capital tock. his 
sumption 
i true for both constant d ro ·ing capital stock.• f:"23 p.251.:J 
that 
obert Eisner disagrees with Jorgenso' ar ent maintaining 
'If the robability of e:xhau tion of capital tock is 
ver:1 small in the early p riod of its life on should 
hardly expect repla,ement requirements to continue at 
a constant ratio of capital after a burst of invest-
.ent ilich su stantially alters the age distribution. 
Depr cia ion should approximate a con tant proportion 
of som long run or 'pen:ianen 'value of capital stock. 
It will be a smaller proportion of a temporarily 
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younger capital stock resulting from high.er than 
usual net investment and ,111 be a higher proportion 
of a temporarily older capital stock resulti1 from 
less than normal net investment.' [612J 
lliile Eisner's argu.m t m83' well be true for the case of 
investment in a single firm or industry, it can be safely assumed that 
these cycl s would be damped in a. highly aggregated model such a.a is 
necessary for plant and equipment for th~ liew Zealand economy. \1lile 
past investment policies, or the state of overseas reserves mS3 well 
cause waves in replacemen1 investment at low levels of aggregation, 
the different life spans of plant and equipment in the various sectors 
and various industries should elininate this problem at the aggregate 
level, and it seems reasonable to assume that replacement would be 
app oximately proportional to the existing capital tock. 
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1• LAG STRUCTURES 
The preceding analysis gives some in ication of the 
motivations for investment behaviour. It c8llnot ho ever give an 1 
indication of the rate at which investment will take place. Additional 
information is needed to determine the rate of investment per unit time. 
There are a number of factors whioh pr vent changes in desired capital 
stock from being reflected immediately in changes in the level of 
investment. Before investment can respond to changes in the determining 
variables there are a number of inhibi t .. :1g factors which cause the 
reaction to be lagged over a number of periods. Firstly there i the 
lag between the recognition of the need for a new level of capital 
stock and the actual ordering of equipment, then there i the lag 
between the ordering of equipment and its delivery. It mSv7 also be 
that businessmen do not react immediately to changes in sales and other 
va1iables because they do not immediately recognise the new level as 
being 'permanent' as is suggested by Fabert Eisner f:10J. 
In an ideal situation a rational lag structure could be 
incorporated into the ordinary lea.st squares equation for investment 
behaviour, with each 1 ged term entering the equation as a separate 
variable. In practise however thi procedure often gives rise to 
statistical difficulties because of the fact that lagged values are 
often highly intercorrelated. This results in high standard errors 
of the estimated coefficients. It has been necessary ther fore for 
investment theorists to constrain their lag structures in some w~ in 
order to reduce the number of coefficients which rnu t be directly 
estimated. 
A lag structure for investment behaviour waa first incor-
porated in a model by L. M. Koyokf:"30.:J. Koyck noted that the previous 
year's output often influenced investment more than th current 
ye r's output, and he o utuated that thereafter the influ nee of 
pr ceding years could b d s ribed b a clining g ometric progre ion 
back to a y r in hich output h d negligibl influ nee or. current 
investment. · his relationship a xpr 
~ . 
ssed as follo~s: 
+ h ~ x~ . 
l = 0 t - 1-1 tith 
where capital stock K iB related to output in a 
nu~ber of preceding period. 
Zoyck's theory of a lon distributed 1~g •as t sted by 
Eisner. Ei er did not use a la s~ructur however but estimated each 
term separately giving the gen ral form 
6 I a 
0 + + a,, t-1 + ••• .+ a~ 1 t - 6 
where I• invest~ent, S • sales, = chan • 
Although this model c nfirmed Koyck's model th te t must 
be r garded as unsatisfactory becau e of he igh robability of there 
being 'll'lul ticollineari ty among th ale t res. 
Since oyck's study t ere hav beeu a number of alten-,ative 
suggestions put for ard for chara terising the la tructur of the 
investment proces. he ost flexible t chniqu has been nevelopcd by 
a. AlMon./:'1.:J Almon po tul te that the lag can be approxima ed by 
a cor~ inuous function. Various lag lenghts are tested in order to 
determine l':hich "ill give the be t fit ·i th the data. he us of this 
technique for investment .odels has :enerally indicat d th t the lag 
~ ights form an inverted V pat .em f:'"13 p.109.,;, tich suggest that th 
Koyck procedure i not an appropriate hod for obtainiLg th best lag 
weight in an investment odel. 
It is i~possible to d cide ~hich type of l structur pro-
vide h mot rfalistic r pr t ion of the inve t~ent proces 
~ithout some recourse to independent estimates of th lag structure . 
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mis ha been atte~ t by D. org neon 22 Jor en on co~pares 
th lag tructure ed by various re archer ~ith urvey studies o 
1 b tr n d ci ion and th start of con true ion and 
bet.,·een the tart of con truction co pletion ade b vayer 
~er obtaine avera e la fro he dra ine of plan to 
the tart of con truction of ix o~th , end from he placin of the 
fir t sig11ificant order to star of on tru tion of o on h, and 
from tart of construction to co pletion of fifteen onths ~35;J. · om 
these r ult org nson i able to onclude wheth r tructure are 
r ali tic. In a urvey of the 1 r · numb r of odel Jorren on found 
th t eom tric dis rituted la ' onflicted sharply 'tith 1ay r' urvey ; 
evidence' ['22 p.1136 • He implied from hi that geo ric distribut d 
la ar p ified .1d that tond d to bia h e ti a ed average lag 
u.p1ard ve ub antially. 
Jor enson firLds that th ost r ali iG 1 i that us d by 
Jorgenson and th forM 
- r 
r 
here y'r 1 + . ... = 1 
re"' 
.5 or 2. 8 years av rage. 
In tudies ·ith a atisfa ory lag tru ture it ·as found 
th t the typical hap of the lag distribution wa fir t rising then 
falling. 
Unfor un tely ther i no data av ilabl comparabl to 
a er's r eye available for r z aland. uince hav no a priori 
information on th length or orm of l it i nece ary to sea 
procedur of findin weightE g ·ving the bet t tist1cal it . ~hile 
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this procedure ia not ideal it has provided satisfactory results in 
~odels of the Australian and Canadian economies f:'15.;t/:*34.:/ and should 
work in the ew Zealand situation. Because of the different scale and 
structure of the e Zealand economy it would not be reasonable to use 
American survey results to evaluate lags calculated bor the New Zealand 
economy. It is difficult to say without further information whether 
lags in the lew Zealand situation would be longer or shorter than those 
in the United States. Because of the fact that a significant proportion 
of liew Zealand's capital equipment is imported there could be a tendency 
for lags to be longer because of additional ordering problems and the 
possibility of shipping delays. On the other hand the smaller scale of 
New Zealand business may facilitate quicker decision making, which woul 
shorten the lag. The feasible length of lags to be tested is also 
constrained by the relatively small data samples available. Because 
reliable quarterly data is only available from 1960 it would be difficult 
to test lags much longer than about ten quarters. However this should be 
adequate since the available evidence or1 overseas experience suggests 
that lags generally peak at between four and six quarters, from which 
points weights taper rapidly to zero at from seven tot ·elve quart rs 
f:'13 p.204.:J. Little explanatory power would be gained therefore by 
extending lags beyond this length, while the loss of degrees of freedom 
through the decreased sample size would ignificantly affect the pre-
cision of the estimated coefficients. 
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8. A SURVEY OF ECONOMETRIC ~ODELS 
There is general agreement in the econometric literature 
that output models are superior to cash- flow models. However there 
are still considerable differences of opinion as to what type of out-
put mod.el provides the most satisfactory representation of the neo-
classical theory of optimal capital accummulation. 
Firstly there are the more conventional flexible acceler-
ator thereists represented by R. isner, A Bounieuf, R. \ . Resek and 
others. The accelerator models have been specified in a number of 
different weys . Resek and Boumeuf C4oJf:.4J let each determinant 
enter the regression as a single variable. 
Rese~s model f:'38 p.329.:J 
I • + + + 
K 
This model is a repr sentation of Duesenberry's theory of 
investment {:"40 p.323.:7 knd investment (I) is related to output (o), 
change in output, ( 0) /:"these two oould not be incl uded in the one 
equation because of multicollinearity, but where treated as substitutes 
for one another;;', the interest rate (r ) and debt capacity 
and an index of stock prices SP, with D = Debt, 
F. retained earnings, A• Assets and Ma constant 
larger than D/A. 
The Almon technique is used to determine a fixed lag 
distribution for all variables. Resek finds that the interest rate 
and stock prices are generally significant and that change in output 
and output ar reasonably significant. His results are generally 
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unsatisfactory however. In a survey of a number of industries the W2 
for th above equation ranges fro~ ·567 f or food to .897 for non-
el ctrical machinery and electrical machinery, and the D. ·• statistic 
ranges from .40 for non ferrous metals to 1.37 for non- electrical 
machinery ~40 p. 333.:J. 
i,isner' s modeJ. c,oJ f:11J 
An alternative specification of the flexible accelerator 
model i used by R. Eisner, who allows some determinants to enter the 
regression function as a number of separate variables repre enting 
different lagged values of the same variable, to give the following 
general form: -
where it• a measure of the relative change in the capital stock 
St .,. a measure of the relative change in demand 
p 
t - 1• a measure of the profit irate 
n53 • a measure of durability of capital and replacement 
requirements 
I U ... a disturbance term. 
The time structure used is a version of Koyck's distributed 
lag function with weights determined arbitrarily for first lagged 
values of profits and sales, then declining geom~trically . Eisner finds 
that cha.nb sin $ales are highly significant while for profits only one 
of the coefficient for changes in profits exceeds its standard error. 
The model used by Essner can be r garded as being outmoded since the 
perfection of more sophisticated techniques of estimating lag structures. 
It i also possible that the high s t andard errors of the profit 
In different studies Eisneer t sts a variety of ~potheses 
ithin the general f r amework illustrated above . L-9-.:Jf:10_;!{.f1.:! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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coefficient could be the result of multicollinearity rather than the 
result of faulty tteoretical specificat ion. Multicollinearity would 
rend r the estimated coeffici ts extremely unreliable. 
Neither Resek's nor Eisner's model takes into consideration 
the price of capital relative to the price of output in determining the 
opti al capital stock, they therefore implicitly assume that it is not 
poe ibl to substitute for capital, that is they adopt a production 
function in which the elasticity of ubstitution of labour for capital 
is zero. 
Dal Jorgenson sees this a.a being a mis- specification of 
the neo-olassical theory (as outlined in Section 3) and he includes 
the implicit rental price of capital in his model, assuming the 
elasticity of substitution of capital for labour to qual one. 
Jorgenson maintains that the firm ill operate so as to maximise its 
pre ent valu, hich i equivalent to maximising the difference between 
discounted future revenue and discount d future outlay - thus the cost 
of capital and therefore the tax structur, i of onsiderable i~port-
ance. There ar ho~ ver t~o ~n traint operatin~ on this objective -
a production function having an ela ticity of substitution for labour 
and capital input equal to one, and secondly a suming that net invest-
ment is equal to total inve tment ~inus r placement, where r placement 
is proportional to the capital tock. Jorgenson expresse these 
conditions in the form of a lagrangian function which is differentiated 
with respect to capital and labour inputs to obtain the marginal cost 
of the inputs. he differentials are then equated to the marginal 
productivity of the inputs as derived from the production function to 
ive the optimal level for ach input . Jorgenson assum that the 
ctual capital tock approaches this optimal level through a rational 
distributed lag structure. 
r---------------------- -
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Jorgenson and Stephenson estifflate the following mod.el 
for total manufacturing:-
•nere It is a measure of gross investment 
Q • real gross value added 
P • a price index for Q 
C • the implicit rental cos·t of investment goods 
Kt• a measure of the capital tock 
• the aseumed rate of depreciation . 
Charles Bischoff ug e ts that Jorgenson's mod.el is 
unsatisfactory. Bischoff found that a generalised accelerator model 
(similar to that used by hoyck and :i ncr) perform d better than a 
version of Jorgenson's standard neo- classical (S.N.C.) mod.el. He con-
eluded that this as due to the fact that tr. S.N.C. mod l was mis- spec-
ified int · t by assuming a Cobb- Douglas production function, implying 
unitary elasticity of output with respect to relative prices (Y = AK L1- ) 
it does not distinguish betweem the explo ive response of investment to 
change in output from the more gradual response to chang sin the cost 
of capital, Jorgenson' model assumes perfect capital markets which i 
unrealistic, because oat physical capital is of a specialised nature 
and b comes semi- permanent one put in pl ce, so thaq an increase in 
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the relative cost of capital would result in a less than proportionate 
decrease in the capi tal stock. 
'., 
A similar oriticiem of the neo-classic 1 model of Jorgenson 
is put forward by Robert Eisner who maintains that 
'••• Jorgenson's conclusions are not sustained by his 
data. Rather it appears that they follow from 
crucial a priori constraints upon parameters.' f:'12 1968.:J 
namely that the elasticity of desir d capital stock with respect to 
both output and relative prices is unity when in fact the evidence i 
against this assumption -
'Unitary elasticity with respect to relative prices 
would contradict the growing if still uncertain 
evidence from esti at of constant ela ticity of 
substitution (c.E.S.) production functions that the 
elasticity of substitution is less than unity.' f:'11 1968.:J 
In a function in which the assumption of unitary elasticity 
of output with respect to relative prices is dropped Eisner estimates 
a barely significant elasticity of .1576, similar tests with respect 
to output were considerably higher (.8158), from this Eisner concludes 
that Jorgen on's data permits the operation of •a potent accelerator' 
and that, 
'All in all there appear to be scant empirical support 
for the usefulnes of the • eo-classioal' model of 
capital accummulation.• 1 f:'12 p.375;;, 
Eisner also points out the possibility of ther being 
different lag structures for the response of investm nt to changes 
in relative prices and for changes in output, and suggest that the 
r sponse of net inv stment to changes in relative prices would be 
markedly slower than the response to changes in output. 
.. 
Thee two modification suggested by Eisner and Nadiri v. 
are adopted by MacKnell, Frisch and Roope2 (MF & R) in their invest-
ment model of the Australian economy. MF & R replace Jorgenson's 
expression for the optimal level of capital, 
1. ~ - a$.y 
c 
with the more general expression 
2. 
l"'f_ Ep ~ • a1,.;J Y 
where Ep is the elasticity of desired capital stock with 
respect to relative prices. From this they derive an alter-
native model to Jorgenson's -
n 
It • gKt-1 + 2 w1 
i•O 
MF & R substitute a range of values from one to zero 
into the above equation for Ep and find that the most precise estimate 
(that having the lowest standard error) is obtained by using a value 
of 0.32 (this value is somewhat higher than the value suggested by 
Eisner, and still allows the Jorgenson theory to pravide the basic 
framework for a model, whereas Eisner figure of .1576 tended to sugeest 
that Jorgenson's theory could be abandoned and replaced by a conventional 
flexible accelerator model). 
To test Jorgenson's assumption of identical lag distributions 
between investment and changes in output and relative prices, MF & R 
calculate coefficients for the 
m1 
It • gKt- 1 + ~ 
i•O 
following equation 
p Ep m2 
<o">t- i + ~ ji fi yt . 
- 1. 
Jorgenson 's assumption is tested by substituting different lag 
' structures into the above equation (using the Almon technique), assum.(1g 
that the lag yielding the lowest standard error for each of the 
38. 
coefficients f and j, is the appropriate one. The above equation 
yields the best lags for output and relative prices of 14 and 16 
quarters respectively. The standard errors obtained for equation 
four are however higher than tho for equation three, so MF & Ruse 
equation thr e ~nich gives the follo ing result,-
• 149 - 96 s1 - 32 s3 + .0328 Ket_1 (10) (11) (.0027) 
[ ( P t32 7 l'i ( c ) gnpJ t - i 
where ie• equipment investment (deflated) 
ke• equipment capita.!; the depreciated 
capita.! stock for equipment invest ent. 
~ The implicit deflater for GNP at market prices 
ce• The implicit rental price of capital 
gnp• Gross National Product at market prices. 
This model appears to provide a satisfactory representation 
of eqlipment investment in the Australian economy, which in many respects 
is similar to the ' ew Zealand economy. It m~ be therefore that this 
mod 1 would be appropriate to the New Zealand situation. 
An alternative version of the neo-classical model, incor-
porating the role of relative prices has been suggested by Charles 
Bischoff in the Federal Reserve - M.I.T. Pennsylvania, (F.M.P.) model. 
This model treats equipment asymetrica.lly. Instead of adjusting towards 
a. desired stock of equipment, firms are assumed to move towards a desired 
level of productive capacity, and they respond to change in output 
prices relative to the rental price of capital by changing the capital 
intensity not of the entire stock, but only of ne\ net or r placement 
capacity put into place. 
Bischoff's model is specified as follows:-
n 
39. 
+l 
p 
It ,.. b b1' i Cc) t - 1- 1 Qt - i 0 
ic1 
n p 
+L b ' (-) t - i - 1 2 i c t - i - 1 
i=1 
+ b Y. + ut L3 p.11J n +1 t - 1 
where Q = gross value added of privat businesssector 
P • price index 
C • implicit rental cost o capital 
K • capital stock. 
Of five models tested by Bischoff - including a 'standard 
neo- classical' mod 1, a flexible a ce 1 rator rnodel, and two cash- flow 
ode ls, the FMP model ho :n abov p rfoned the be t. Tests gav 
evidence of a high degr e of rial correlation in all models except 
the FMP model. In all stati tical respects the P mod.el appeared to 
be the most sound - it had the highe t co fficient of detel'l!'lination 
(R2), lower standard errors for the co fficients, and a good Lurbin-
'atson statistic (D. • ) • 
lhen the models ere extrapolat d to 1969 and 1970 the 
best performer was the .P model, follo~ed by the generalised acceler-
ator. The two cash- flow models were th least successful. Bischoff 
Sc\YB 'thi was unexpected because these two equations provided the 
second best explanation in the sample period both for equipment and 
structures - this is because the share of corporate profits in output 
has been unuaually low recently.' {:'3 p. 33.:J He points out that in 
trying to distinguish between output based and profit based theories 
res archers in the past hav been plagued by the very c1ose relation-
ship between profits and sales. However the profit share \oras 
exceptionally low in 1967- 70• he e years therefor provided a 
situation in which the correlation was broken, and the re ults did 
40. 
not favour the profit based models. 
similar state of affairs has occurred in ew Zealand. 
Cost push inflation has squ ezed profits in a imilar manner, so that 
profits have fallen, while output has increased (although at a declining 
rate). However if this situation continues for ar~ length of time 
capital equipment m~y not be place , so that in the long run output 
will fall it! ine with profits. So while output models may be 
superior under present conditions, this may prove t o be a temporary 
phenomenon. 
An interesting feature of a l l t he models tested by Bischoff 
~'Bs that none performed in a satisfactory anner when 'ordinary- least-
squares' (O.L.S.) was used, so that all models were transformed for 
first order serial correlation. In this case it may have been prefer-
able to have included additional variables in the quations in an 
attempt to find an economic explanation for the serial correlation, 
rather than to transform the odel for serial correl t i on as was done 
by Bischoff. ·or instance none of the models test d included an index 
of capacity utilisation; the inclu ion of this variable m~ w 11 have 
remov d some of the serial correl tion. Th~ while Bischoff's study 
is useful for comparative purposes, the models are incomplete for 
practical purposes, since the fact that the serial correlation is not 
given an economic interpretation meariS that there is a danger of the 
mod ls predictive powers failing if the serial correlation does not 
continue in the expected first order form. 
41. 
Survel Conclusions 
The model used by ackrell, Frisch and Roope incorporates 
the characteri tic hich h v proved most successful in models over-
seas. Firstly it i b ed on a deriv tion of the neo-classical theory 
which has proved to be basically sound in a number of situations. C28J 
f:"3.:J {:''34.:! It also includes a specification of the implicit rental 
cost of capital whicl e provided si ifioent results, end which in 
principle can be us d to examine the effect of monetary and fiscal 
policies hich must be one of th main objectiv s of , econometric 
model of this nature. It can also be conveniently modified to llow 
for different lasticitie of the desired capital stock with respect to 
relative pric s. And finally it is con tructed of variables for which 
d ta is readily available from the eserve Bank of New Zealand Database. 
'l'here are ho,rever a numb r of potential ea.knesses in the 
tudy. he pra ti of using the lag structure giving the best statis-
tical fit as us d, which is not an entirely satisfactory technique, so 
results cannot b regarded as conclusive. In the c e of the M, F &R 
model a deci ion i made on the basis of the coefficient of determin-
ation R2, tanda.rd rror S.E.E., coefficient of variation c.v. and the 
Durbin- 'a son statistic D •• C'34 p.13J, the lag structure chosen as 
eing the best is the preferable one in terms of the above propertie, 
however it is not the best in all respects, and cannot be said to have 
significantly better properties than some of the other lag structures 
tested. The final choice w therefore, to a large extent subjective. 
h lag structure chosen is theoretically rather implausibl in that 
the coefficients of d sired capital stock are constraineo. to be zero in 
the three periods preceding investment expenditures, and in the currer~ 
period, implying that investor respond only to stimuli rer.eived a ye 
or more b for actual expenditures ar made, where in fact it ould 
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b expected that investors ould alter xpenditures if relative 
price or demand changed significantly six, or even three months 
b for expenditures had been planned. 
he model also ignores the influenc o! capacity, 
implicitly urning that the level of exc ss capacity in the economy 
at any time is optimal, so hat inoorder to maintain this optimum 
all cheng sin output will affect the desired capital tock rather 
then by being absorbed by az:iy existing capacity. The omission of 
a capacity vari ~le could be responsible for th r ther poor Durbin-
Vatson statistic (D. · . • 2.S4) which indicates that there is pos ibly 
negativ erial correlation present in the model. The omission of 
a cyclical variable, namely capacity utilisation is possibly contri-
buting to this problem. 
However in pit of its wea.knesse the statistical 
result obtained in the M, & R study are generally good, so that 
this model provide a promisin 
of a New Zealand model. 
tarting point for the construction 
9. THE CONSTRUCTIC OF Al E I ZEAI D MODEL 
From orgenson's theory (as explained briefly in Section 8), 
an expression for the desired capital stock is obtained:-
i) p 
-
a CY 
where 
-
-
the desired capital stock 
a • the elasticity of output with respect to capital 
y 
-
output 
p 
= the price of output 
c Ill the implicit rental cost of capital. 
l'f'he actual capi t?.l stock \Jill take up to n quarter to adjust 
to the desired level, so that the actual stock can be expressed os a 
linear combination of desired levels in the preceding n quarters: -
ii) t-
where Kt• the actual capital stock. 
From ii) we obtain an expression for net investment : -
n 
iii) i rt. - l. 
If r placement inve tment is assumed to be proportional to the capital 
stock of the preceding period, this can be exprc sed as follows :-
P..n expression for gross investment is obtained by suMming iii) and iv) 
to give 
v) I gross 
The mathematical derivation of this theory is given in f:"24 7 f:"28.,;t. The theoretical formulae used here are taken from the 
study by Mackrell, risch and Roope {:34J. 
lt it i ass ed th t th el ticity of th d sired capitll 
etook ·t reapec tor lative prioe m~ be less than one a more 
eneral 
vi) r 
c :-
1'l 
- \ o• L 
i•O 
,ere ~P • th le ti ity of th de11ir d capital stock with 
respe~t tor lative prices. 
. quati vi) t ted u in & 1 F of el ticiti • ( ee bl I) • 
":'r. odel odifi d 1111 tly by the incluaion or eaaon 1 
d va.ria l , and on ant tel"ffl. Altbo on tent te is 
not th or ti ally nee sa:ry in hi od 1 it as includ. d n th hope 
th if th '11\00. 1 \.'8.8 inOOl'!lpl t ly oified it ould pick up the effeot 
b ~i eing v ri bl • Initial est of thia od. 1 ere 
dio ppoin in. In all o th odel ·aa pl ed by chr ic aeri 
correlation ~ich ~ad i i oesibl to discriminat ith an;,, confidence 
b tw t diff r t equation. o ev r the resu ta bro ly confirmed 
the :t'inclin , or ac crell, · i hh d oope with r ap ct to the elaetioi ty 
of th d sir d capital atock with reap ct to rel tive prices, the mod.el 
with an 1 ticity of 0.3 as b tt r in 11 statiat1oal r peats then th 
other od ls. In eral th 1 strcuttl?'(;e t1 .ted for the desired 
c pital atoc te av~ ifi tr sul s, the beet reault ere 
obtained for a lag distributed ov r ev n quarters. 
:-:,he pr ferr d qu tion for the s ri was :-
vii) IM 
··o • 0 
• .1529z,s2 -
(3.06) 
.0011 3 
( .04) 
• 4 1ss1 -
-1. 9z 
.0302ss2 
(-1.21) 
7 
i 
i=O 
. 1 • .05593 (2.64) ' • .141 O (6.55) 
46 • 
'2 - • 09035 (3.58 Y.6 • • 12363 (3.48) 
l'3. • 11944 ( 5 • 14 ) l'7 c: .07827 (1.33) 
• 13850 ( 7. 00) 
rr2 :a 
.77 r. .u.E. • 5.57 c .v. • 9.5 D ..... 57 F • 19.5 
In estimating lag structur s, except wher otherwis 
specified, the Almon techniqu, " s used, t.'i th a third degree polynomial 
with the first Almon variable conotrained to be zero in order to give 
the lag structure the theoretically desirable inverted V structure. 
h serial correlation sug. sted that the model was incom-
pletely pecified with ome important variables misai.g. In an attempt 
to remove the ... erial correlation a number of additional variables were 
introduced into the model.~ •irstly an obvious potential ,eakne iri 
the model i the absence of a capacity utilisation varialbe. o over-
come this deficiency an ind x of" caoaci ty utilisation was included in 
the model. ec dly there are s cial features in the 11 Zealand 
economy which could make a pure theoretical model impractical. In 
particular th importance of quuntitativ import restrictions m~ 
influence inve t nt spending in ~ e Zealand. ""o account for this 
factor a du variable -..;as included · 1 the mod l, a second dummy 
variable was introduced to account for th Unit d Kingdom dock stiike 
(iri the fourth quarter o 1967), 'hich influenc d investment in 1 ew 
Zealand . Finally a money supply variable w added in an attempt to 
capture th effect or the av ilability of funds on inv stment . Some 
res rvations ere held about the includicn of this last variable how-
ever, because of its collinearity with interest rats which are en 
important item in the implicit rental cot of capital term. 
At this stage of the project I benefited gr atly fro th ork of 
R. s. DEane and M. A. Lumaden who generously shared the experience 
they acquired in the construction of an investment model . Z:-1.J' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-----------~~-! 
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he inclu ion of these variables improved the explanatory 
power of the mod 1, and ignific tly improved th Durbin- atson ( .w.) 
eta 1 tic. Ho ver thi spedfication t·as unsa.ti factory because some 
of th ne\< ly introdu d variable captured the effect of the co fficients 
on the de ired capital stock term, so th t this t rm bee e totally 
in ignificant. hi is not acceptabl because this term should theoreti-
cally have the dominant influence f investmen behauour. further 
ir1dic tion that the model \-•as incorrectly pecified \-.as given by the 
fact that the coefficient on the ca.pi tal stock variable, ·biol should be 
approximat ly eaual to the a sUMed rat of depr ciation on~ ich the 
capita] toe eries is con ruct d, a implausibly high. 
t this point the ne ly intr d1.Uced variables " re dropped Wm 
the model one by on 
~he best r ults wer 
in an attempt to isolate the confoundi1g variablG. 
obtain d he the money supply v ria.ble was 
removed. his im:pr, ved th significance of the weight on the desired 
capital stock term, althoug it was apparent that some of the effect of 
thi term ,-,as still eing attribut d to the capacity utili a.tion and 
import control variables . 
he extended model, excludi g the money supply variable, was 
tested for range of ela ticities (see Table II) and over a wider scan 
of lags. The favoured model in was that with la.g of seven quarters. 
However the introduction of the extra variables confused the 
results with respect t o elasticities. In this test the model with an 
elasticity of desir d capital stock with respect to relativ prices 
equal to zer, ·as clearly inferior to the other models . owever it 
can b s n fro table lI that th r was little difference between the 
remaining model, it those having elasticities of 0.5 an o.8 being 
slightly superior. 
In this itu tion th re are no firm th oretical guideline 
to suggest }1lich model is pref rable. lhil it is clear that r lative 
pric hav a role to play, and ~ill therefor have an lasticity of 
greater then zero, it is not possi le, from these model to make a 
precise estimate of the elasticity. In light of the different result 
obtained from the first series of equations, it is evident that ea.tis-
factory estimates of the elasticity of desired capit l stock ith 
respect to relative prices cannot be made from thi data, ince the 
equations a.re not enative enough to allow discrimination among the 
various outcomes. 
viii) 
e of th~ preferred equations for the eries a : -
IMR ,.. - .8792zcs2 -.0364ss1 - .02B1ss2 
(2 .74) (-1.673) (- 1.41) 
+ .0233ss3 + .0296· 
(1 .13) (7.40) 
4 1 - .0362 ZDS 
- (- 1.11 ) 
7 
+ 1.717 UT 9 2 + 0.452 ZQ (3 .54) - (2.46) 
i YMR3 
• 0000 
I 
• - .01291 (- .601 ) 1 
2 ... .00006 ( .002) 
3 = .01856 ( .739) 
4 - .03707 (1. 54) 
5 = .05001 (2.306) 
6 - . 05185 (1.726) 
7 - .03703 ( • 770) 
2 = . 86 S.E.f.'. - 4 .321 c. V • .. 7.4% D. : . • 1.12 
F = 25.25 
49. 
Although the r eults from the series of equationa are 
better then those obtained from the basic model, they are still 
unsatisfactory, as the model is deficient in exple.netory power, end 
serial correlation is still a problem. It is apparent at this stage 
that it is not possible to construct a satisfactory neo-claesical 
model in the Jorgenson frame ·ork with ordinary leaet quares e timators, 
mid this particular data. 
Thi specification \o:as therefore dropped and the equation was 
estimated ·i th separate lag structures on the ot:•·put and relative price 
terms. he inverted V typ lag structure did not appear to be approp-
riate for t relative price term, as insignificant result were 
obtained for most coefficier1ts when this type of lag structure to'as 
used. The best results were obtainsd ·hen a declining structure was 
used, since relative prices ppeared to be highly important in the 
current year, ond to decline i n importance thereafter. The preferred 
equation estimated in this mariner had an elasticity of one for the 
desired canital stock with reapect to relative prices . This again 
emphasis d the importar1ce of relative prices near the point of me.king 
expendit..tres. 
r.,he favoured equation was estimated as followo :-
ix) um • -.,)370 ss1 (-3.08) + .024" (10.09 ) 
+ . 9443 UTC9 2 • 529 ZDS (10. 25) - (- 2-31) 
1 
.0405 Z I YI'\ . + + + 
( 3. 76) -1 
i=O i•O 
0 .., 0000 
1 • .02766 (2.54) 
2 
... 
.04 199 (3.23) 
~ = .05380 (3 .93) 
1 
Vi (c!cirf \ . :I 
- 1 
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4 • .os 94 (4.20) 
'5 • .06128 (3.44) 
6 • • 5266 (2.09) 
'1 • .03295 ( .90) 
VO• -18.72 (-7.74) 
v1 • -14-33 (-7.74) 
v2 • -10.53 (-7 • 74) 
v • 3 - 7.31 (-7.74) 
v4 • - 4.68 (-7.74) 
v5 • - 2.63 (77.74) 
v6 c - 1.17 (-7.74) 
v7. - 0.29 (-7.74) 
2 • 93 S.E •• • .12 
63·7 
c.v •• 5.3 • · • • 2.10 
Beoaua of the poor r sulta obtained from the neo-olassical 
approach, th equation i ) above ¥aa chosen the best te ted int is 
study. It i however wis tiefactory theoretically. In particular 
there is no ound theoretical reason for the different lag atructuree 
on the output end relativ prio. terms, in fact a numb r of studies 
uggest that relative prices should be a much less important oonsid r-
ation at the point of making exp nditurea e.g. f:"3_;,f:'12.:J, whioh 
sugg st that the importance th relative price vari ble in this model 
may be partl ttributabl to t e fact that the inv atment defiator 
PI ia a co pon nt of both t and independent variable. 
he constant term did not add to the explanatory power of th~ 
quation, so since it is theoretically unnecessary was dropped 
fro,,, the 1'!od 1. 1rhe insignificant seasonal dummy variables ere 
also liminated from the od.el for similar reason. 
51. 
However in other respects the model is theoretically plausible in its 
indication that businessmen form a desired capital stock, on the basis 
on demand and relative prices, and that this desired stock ia modified 
at or near the time of making expenditures by such factors as the degree 
of existing excess capacity and by constraints forced upon them in such 
forms as import controls and major dock strikes. 
52. 
TABLE THE BASIC 
Elasticity of 
sir d Capital 
Stock ~ith respect 
to relative prices. 
Coefficients 
and t values 
0 .3 • o.8 1.0 
0 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
1 .05338 .05693 .05750 .05576 .05136 (2.618) (2.643) (2.618) (2.881) (3.031) 
2 .08889 .09035 .08396 .07307 .06485 
(3.732) (3.575) 3.367) (3.335) (3.379) 
3 .12127 .11944 .10430 .08273 .07074 (5.073) (5.134) (4.520) (4.105) (3-996) 
4. .14378 .13850 .11531 .08427 .06942 (6.132) (6.999) (6.269) (5-372) (5.007) 
5. .14967 .14180 .11368 .07732 .06129 (5.336) (6.549) (6.034) (4 .974) (4.451) 
6. .13216 .12363 .09613 .06114 .04675 (3.178) ( 3.4 78 (2.910) (2.187) (1.903) 
7. .08453 .07827 .05933 .03555 .02619 (1.338) (1.332) (1.041) ( • 725) ( .609) 
8. 
KMR4 .0319 .0343 .0362 .0381 .0389 
- 1 (6.899) (8.398) (8.724) (8.741) (8.657) 
551 -.0448 - .0481 ... 0476 -.0456 -.0438 
-1.586 (- 1.891) (-1.841) (- 1.665) (- 1.5759) 
552 -.0284 -.0302 -.0307 -.0302 -.0295 (-1.025) (-1.207) (-1.196 (-1.112) (-1.053) 
553 +.0042 .0011 .0080 .0103 .0209 (- .145 ( • 44) ( .307 ( .606) ( .15 I 
ZCS2 .1819 .1529 .1379 .1255 .1211 (3.296) (3.061) (2.685) (2 .307 ) (2.170) 
R°2 .72 • 77 .76 .73 .72 
S.E.E. 6.180 5.571 5.686 5.983 6.155 
c.v. 10.6t 9.5%, 9.7% 10.2% 10.5% 
D •. r • .48 .57 .54 .49 .47 
F 15.02 9.57 18.60 16-34 15.18 
Numbers o-7 refer to the weights on the output-relative price 
terms lagged 0-7 periods. 
it 1 
ri~~. 
0 . 3 O. J o. 1.0 
0 00'.)0 00 0 0000 0000 0000 
1 
- · 1400 - .01186 - .01291 - . 0272 .00313 (- . 63) (- .588) - .601) (- .1 8) ( . 204) 
2 
-· 
71 . 00277 .00006 . 00618 .00990 
(- . 237 ) ( .1 15 ( .002) ( . 289 ( . 554) 
3 . 00952 . 02310 .01856 . 01763 .01753 ( .435) ( . 926) ( • 739 J ( . 849) ( 1.017 ) 
4 .02428 . 04313 .03707 . 02839 .02406 (1.000) (1. 761) (1.654 (1.625) (1.670) 
5 .03514 .05683 .05001 . 03524 .02753 
1.169) 2. 120) (2 . 306) (2 . 252) (2 . 128) 
6 . 03766 • "582:? • 5185 . 03494 .02598 ( . 9 8) (1.604) (1.7~6) (1.525) ( 1. 344) 
1 .02742 . o 128 .03703 . 02427 . 01146 
.478) ( . 772) ( • 770 ( .620) ( .526 ) 
KMR4_1 . 0292 . 0295 . 0296 . 0305 . 0311 (7.833) (7. 752) ( 7 .403) (7 . 367) (7 . 528) 
Zl)S 
- . 0339 - · )372 - .0362 - . 0342 -.0336 
(- . 995) (- 1.133) (- 1.107) (- 1. 033) (-1.006 ) 
ll'l'C9_2 1.3458 1.1720 1. 1717 1. 2375 1. 280 (3.98) ( 3.490) (3 . 54 1) (3. 785) (3.940) 
ZQR . 0462 . 0"32 .o 52 . 0435 . 0416 (2 . 809) (2.434 (2 .459) (2-395) (2. 371) 
ss1 -. 0329 - . J364 -.036A - . 0377 -.0383 
(- 1.476) (- 1.666) (- 1.673) (- 1. 738) (1. 773) 
SS2 - .0234 - . 0269 - · 281 - . 0277 - .0267 (- 1. 137) - 1. 353 (- 1.412 (- 1-365) (- 1. 308) 
SS3 . 0260 . 022" . 0233 . 0:39 . 0245 (1.151) (1 . 045) (1.135) ( 1. 179) (1. 211 ) 
ZCS2 - 1.0361 - . 8797 -.8792 -.9485 --9942 
(- 3. 159) (- 2. 720) (- 2. 745) ( 2. 978) (- 3. 138) 
R2 
. 85 . 36 . 86 . 86 .85 
4.505 4-330 4.321 t. . 385 4.420 
c.v. 7. 7 7.4 7.A 7. 5{ 7.6% 
D. • 1.1 1.1 1.12 1.1 1.1 
F 22. '.)9 25.14 25 . 25 24.44 24 . 01 
10. DA'T' 
-
11 da a used in this study, tith the exception of some of 
th compor.ent of the i,nplici t r -ntal co t of ca ital \\ere taken 
directly from the eserve Bartk of l4e ,, Zealand Database.~ 1""he data 
suffers from a nunber of ~eaknesses in particular the investment 
series involves some doubl countin arid therefore does not allow a 
highly rigorous examination of investment theories . However the data 
~€~erally have given eood re ults in the seerve nank's preliminary 
model of the tel', Zealand econorrr:, ,{'7 Jv.hich suggests that it i free 
from major syst e~atic biases . 
1.,atabase 
931 
930 
mhe data are defined as follo¥s : -
I = v/ .,. - inv r-t ent in plru t a.r .. d achiriery (r al). 
I I • + 
- i .. t ent in pla.r,t and machinery 
I C ~ = l ~ports of plant and achinery . 
• 
2600 
60 ;r: C(,l 1 • he in,plici t rerda.l cost of capital relative to PY1 -
3461 
3462 
3463 
935 
elasticity= 1. 
cc .2 = "'he implicit re_utal co t of capital re,lazive to 
elasticity - 0.3. 
GCR3-= The imp icit r ntal cost f capi ta.l relative to 
elasticity = 0. 5. 
,CR4 = he irnplici t rental cost of capital relative to 
elasticity a o.8. 
d • 3. 5,' 
d 
KMR4 • ( 1-d) VM. 4 + 
- 1 
( 1-2) nm {'7 p.25J 
PY1 
?Y1 
Y1 
MM1 • money - notes and noin plun demand deposits wi th 
Further information on the con truction of the data series can 
be f und in 'I1ew TJata for -r.;cor .. oMin Research ' by ? . • Deane , 
1 . Grindel and • A. Lumsden L-7 -:J' 
-
-
-
-------------- -------------------------------
55. 
1990 W1 • = 1M1 / Pc 
3674 PC = Consumers' pri e index. 
3731 PI = Import price index. 
1455 PY1 = I~plicit price deflator for Y1 
SS1 • Seasonal Dummy - farch quarter. 
S~2 = Seasonal ummy June quarter. 
SS3 = Seasonal u~~y - September quarter. 
SS4 = SeasoLal urr.my - December quarter. 
3658 t.rr,;9• • Utilisation of capacity & YR 1S/ YRr' 5 
671 
228 
340 
354 
3654 
3464 
3465 
3466 
3467 
120 
102 
• noleso.le turnover of machinery. 
YR1J: .. ggregate exp nditur, excluding farm stocks, 
constant 1965 price • 
1 .. = 1 seasonally adJU ted. 
c5 = Capacity output. 
Y1 "" Aggre ·ate expenditure excludirte; farm stocks -
urrent prices. 
'"' YR 1 x \;C .1 
= Y-P1 x CCR2 
~v.3 = YP1 x , R3 
·4 ... .. 1 X r,('T ~ 
ZCS = Constclllt. 
ZDS = l'ni tea 'ir gt ow do~:t.- f'trike dummy ( fourth quarter 
1967) 
zr~• = uantitative import restrictions dummy. 
All thee variabl rf' given in tr.ea p ndix. 
gives the details of the construction of G 1. 
be appendix also 
------ ---------------------------------------
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The Co struction of the Im ntal Cost of , ital Variable 
he rationale for constructing this variable is simply that 
the mark t price of investment goods does not provid a true indication 
of the us r cost of capital good . In order to as es the us r cost, 
factors su~h as the treatment of inv stment for taxation purposes, and 
the opportunity cost of invest ent a indicated by interest rates, must 
be incorporated in an expre sion for the cost of capital . 
~he following definition, us d by Mackrell, Fri ch and Roope 
f. p.7_J is adapted for this study. 
mhe implicit rental 
cost of apital C = d(1-u 2) - (uv) + r (1-us)(1-uxz)..71'!u 
~here q = the market pric of inv stment goods . For this the 
i port price index (PI) was used as ar1 approximation. 
U = the company incom t 
= th invest ent llo~an 
rate (50% over the sample period). 
( 10~ in applicable years). 
Z = the proportion of gross investment qualifying for the 
investment allo,-ance . For this the amount claimed 
und r the allo 1anc was divided by gross inve tment. 
his indicated that approximately 15; qualified for 
the allowance. 
d .. the rate of depr dation on capi t.... tock - for this 
the assu. ed rat of 3.5 -as used. 
S • the proportion of th cost of capital deductilie for tax 
plrpoees. his as approximated by the proportion for 
companies of external borrowings to net fixed assets 
ing 11ew Zealand public company financial tatistics. 
r = th cot of funds . he yield on ~edium term government 
mhe inve tment allowance was not available between 03 1963 and 
Q2 1966. 
57. 
securities ,,as us d for this purpo e. 
V = the propor ion of capi t al d pre iation deductible for tax 
purposes. This is qual to one in Ne Zealand . 
11 . ..,X- POSTE 
In order to ex in th pot ntial pr dieting qualiti s of 
the to b tt r ions ( 'III x- po te forec ts er conducted 
over th our quarter of 1971 ( • di ams I and i). 
Both equations failed to pr diet the fall in UlV stm nt 
expenditures from 75-64M in 1970 (~) to ,68.18 in 1971 ( ), and the 
estimate of th better equati n (ix) or 74 . 92M is unsatisfactory. 
Ho ever by 1971 (2) the equ tion forecast re onably well aa expend-
itur began to increase againj 
mhe p ef rred equation (ix) ave the best forec ts. It did 
not ove estimate inve t .ent exp nditures by a m~ h in 1971 ( 1) , and 
it predict d th re overy of inv st~ent expenditur s ooner than did 
then classic 1 model . 
h ex- poste foreca ts for 1971 r given a follot : -
1971 ctual Investment ( 
Q1 
Q2 
68.17 
69.20 
73. 78 
75.97 
Although the au io 
accuracy the~ appear to b re 
o n 
ably fr 
orecast Inve tment 
81.33 
73.98 
78.45 
75.50 
:; ·ation IX 
74 .92 
70.68 
73 . 27 
71 .99 
t ·i th a high de ee of 
from sy te etio biases 
which i a satisfying result. It o be s en fro diaerems I and II 
that inve tent expendi ure h v bP. n ubject to .arked fluctuation 
ov r the saM le perio, which m forecastin difficult . Given the 
diff'culti ex eri d i h data th quation x lained these 
fluctuations very ell. In particular e tion I expl ined he invest-
m nt boom in 1966 and the subs uent do nturn in 1968 in 
manner. This performance , ombined ith the wx- o t forec t, s geats 
that t he models includ the more important determinants of invest ent 
behaviour and that ~·i th improved data, particularly for th r lati e 
pric . term d th invest~ent s ries, ould provide tisfactory results. 
($M) 
76 
68 
60 
51 • 
43 · -
1964 
Equat ion IX 
Year 
1966 
Investmen 
GRAPH I 
1968 
Actlilal 
Investment 
1970 
Exposte 
Forecast 
($M) 1 63 1 65 
81 
72 · 
Estimated 
63 . Investment 
54 . -
44. 
13 
Equation VIII 
Year 
1967 
Actual 
/ 
GRAP.II· II 
1969 
Investment 
I 
1971 
E:xposte 
Forecast 1 ~ 
62. 
12 . CONCLUSIO 
mhe pure no- classical theory in the Jorgenson fra.me~ork 
did not give edeq te results in this study, this d onstratcs that 
there r feature of the l ewze~land economy which make pure theoretical 
models unreali tic for this pa.rticu ar situation . However it is evident 
th t the ba ic theor tical frame ork i still u eful when aU8Jnented with 
variabl to account for the special nature of the ew Zealand economy. 
he fact ht th preferred model was not in th formal nee-classical 
framework do not imply that the theory hould be r jected. To some 
et nt th poor performl;Jlce of the theory can be attribut d to the data, 
particularly tre inve tment erie, thich bee use of its im rfection 
always left ome doubt as to ..,.h th r theory or data was re plnsible for 
the re ul obt ind, rnakin it difficult o tighten the mo el' speci-
fication. 
~he implicit rental price of capital vari ble made a signifi-
cant contribution to the explanatory power of all model te ted . ~his 
implies that monetary and fiscal policies, reflected ir. interest 
rates and the taxation structure, have an important influence on invest-
ment i n ew Z eland. Howev r the odels thested here w r nut sens itive 
enough c give a r liable indication of the size or significanc of the 
ffects of particular mea ure. ti pos ible that the improvement of 
this variable ould i~prov~ the explanation of · vestment be u~our, and 
allo~ more sen itive cal ul tion of elasticities to be mad. 
Tho .ri~ary purpose of the tudy as to enable prediction to 
be ade of ch in investment expenditure. he ex- poet forecasts 
us d have indi ate tlat o e cf th mod ls her ould provide a sound 
basi for pre ictions ir the context of a general equilibrium model . 
The prior D. ' . statistic for ome of the model sugge ts that serial 
correl iori till present in thos case . Ho~ ver th fact that the 
eau tions perform (even if very gen rally) according to priori 
63· 
expeotationa eugge ta th t th neo-claa ical approa<"'.h ie valid in the 
New Zealand ei tuation, and firmly indicat that simplistic explana-
tions of m jor c tegoliea of nation l xpendi ture by the use of euch 
practice 
'induced' 
clasei tying cat gori a of expenditure as • autonomoua' or 
in naiv od~la, are inadequate and have little use for 
practical purposes. Inv etment b haviou.r is cl arly affected by a larg 
number of' factore, so e of which h v an influence di tributed over a 
period of almost two year. 
13. DATA APPENDIX 
Investment in Plant and Machine:l (reall• 
1. IMR Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
31. 788 38.894 45.016 
3 46.111 46.246 45.129 40.689 
35.169 36·531 41.158 41.009 
42.386 41-668 55.020 48.156 
48.439 47.474 57.024 54.415 
56-391 52.443 73-336 68.098 
66.533 64.029 65.948 72.198 
68.935 67.378 60.472 45.090 
51.382 47. 738 59.572 58.522 
53.030 58.449 67.843 64.272 
62.199 68.762 72.419 75-649 
68.179 69.203 73.780 75.975 
KMR4 Stock of Plant and Machinery (real) Depr. 3.5% • 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
662.490 610.550 685.314 
705.578 726.210 746.253 764.496 
777.735 785.086 793.518 806.203 
818.298 831.323 843.186 867.759 
884. 725 901.375 916.494 940.471 
961.045 982.840 999.992 1037.082 
1067-724 1095-756 1120.345 1145-960 
1176.822 1203-396 1227.509 1243.990 
1244.174 1251.116 1254.832 1269-472 
1282.567 1289.806 1302.118 1323.233 
1340.099 1354.840 1375.013 1398.076 
1423.506 1440.669 1458.238 1479.688 
UTC9 Capacity Utilisation• 
Q1 ~ Q3 Q4 
0000 97.5 95.9 
97.9 93.1 99.6 99.4 
94-6 95.2 92.9 92.0 
94.3 95.1 95.6 95.7 
93.3 93.9 95.5 97.1 
97.1 91.4 96·3 97.7 
98.1 99.4 99.8 99.4 
100.2 98.0 91.2 89.9 
100.2 90.7 96·9 92.3 
91.6 91.6 92.9 95.8 
94.6 98.1 96.1 98.3 
99.0 94.0 95.5 95.1 
YR1 Ata;E,egate Expenditure - Excluding Farm Stocks• 
724.7 
769.6 
798.8 
821.1 
831.1 
939.2 
963.2 
926.2 
968.6 
1073.8 
1067.8 
734.8 
777.8 
752.4 
800. 2 
824.1 
858.1 
918.1 
865.3 
950.8 
944.3 
1013.8 
1044.9 
750.4 
808.0 
776·5 
837.7 
879.8 
914.8 
962.7 
901.2 
960.5 
1035.3 
1102. 7 
1109.5 
712.1 
715.1 
740.4 
764·5 
830.9 
879.3 
937.6 
905.4 
933.4 
1002.9 
1089.1 
1097.7 
ZQR Dummy Variable for Quantitative Import Restrictions• 
100 100 100 
100 100 -100 -100 
-100 -100 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 100 100 
100 100 0 0 
0 0 -100 -100 
-100 -100 0 0 
0 0 100 100 
100 100 100 100 
100 100 100 100 
CCR1 The Implicit Rental Cost of Capital Relative to PY1 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
.857 .893 ·936 
.874 .841 .839 .885 
.862 .867 .930 .926 
.937 .902 ·946 .986 
.979 .954 1.030 1.043 
1.022 1.002 1.018 1.016 
1.008 .983 1.050 1.044 
1.079 1.089 1.032 1.011 
.870 .907 .927 .912 
.918 .909 .949 .932 
.974 .940 .955 .995 
.982 1.019 · 967 1.015 
1960 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
1960 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
C The Implicit Rental Cost of Capital (index 
_____ w......i19
3 
= 1.000) 
.982 .997 ·967 .933 
-965 1.004 1.032 1.001 
1.018 1.015 .968 .985 
.973 1.014 .989 .974 
.981 1.014 ·963 .971 
.973 .986 1.000 1.003 
1.008 1.035 .985 .989 
.993 1.002 1.039 1.051 
1.212 1.198 1.189 1.242 
1.244 1.249 1.227 1.247 
1.226 1.264 1.277 1.314 
1.324 1.307 1.411 1.409 
s The Proportion of the Cost of Capital Deductible 
for Tax Purposes 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
.80 .80 .Bo 
.80 .80 .80 .80 
.80 .Bo .80 .80 
.80 .Bo .80 .80 
.80 .Bo • 77 .77 
.81 ,81 .75 .75 
.77 .77 .82 .82 
.85 .85 .81 .81 
.81 .81 .80 .80 
.80 .so .82 .82 
.87 .87 .91 .91 
.99 .99 .93 .93 
In this expression external borrowings included the items Bank 
overdrafts, Creditors, Fixed Charges, Mortgages, Debentures. 
Data was unobtainable before Qi 1964, so before this data the 
ratio was assumed to be constafft at o.8 
)J. 
q (PI) The Import Price Index • 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
1960 1.010 1.025 1.005 .980 
61 1.010 1.009 1.025 .987 
62 .989 .998 .979 .977 
63 ·964 1.007 .983 .978 
64 .992 1.027 .984 .989 
65 1.000 1.005 .998 .997 
66 1.008 1.015 .989 1.000 
67 1.012 1.013 1.024 1.031 
68 1.189 1.116 1.172 1.222 
69 1.219 1.224 1.220 1.255 
10 1.269 1.308 1.357 1.396 
71 1.426 1.419 1.470 1.469 
r (JGM) Yield on Government Securities, Medium Tenn • 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
4.87 4.87 4.78 4.70 
4.74 5.05 5. 14 5.21 
5.32 5.22 5.20 5.16 
5.16 5.14 5.08 4.97 
4.91 4.90 5.75 4.77 
4.86 4.93 4.86 4.89 
4.92 5.06 5.14 5.09 
5.17 5.26 5.29 5.33 
5.32 5.32 5.20 5.22 
5.26 5.25 5.22 5.13 
5.16 5.17 5.14 5.14 
5.31 5.29 5.29 5.29 
PY1 The Implicit Price Deflator for ag~egate Expenditure 
Excluding Farm Stocks 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
1960 .854 .864 .873 
61 .844 .845 .866 .886 
62 .877 .880 .901 .912 
63 .911 .914 ·936 ·960 
64 -961 ·967 .991 1.012 
65 .994 .988 1.018 1.019 
66 1.017 1.017 1.035 1.033 
67 1.071 1.091 1.072 1.062 
68 1.054 1.087 1.103 1.133 
69 1.142 1.136 1.165 1.163 
70 1.195 1.188 1.219 1.308 
71 1.300 1.332 1.364 1.431 
All these variables wer e taken directly from the R.B.N.Z. 
Database. 
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